Abstract-Semiempirical valence bond theory for conjugated n-electron systems is reconsidered, with special attention being directed to common criticisms of the theory. Especially in light of recent results, flaws in the criticisms are revealed. Prospects for valence bond theory hence seem brightened.
INTRODUCT ION
During the first decades of quantum mechanics valence bond (VB) theory for organic chemical purposes was presented (see, e.g., Refs. 1-4) and evidently widely accepted as the natural quantum mechanical extension of classical chemical bonding concepts. Localized bonds such as occur in alkanes were interpreted as singlet-coupled pairs of electrons on adjacent atoms, so that a single (spin-coupling) structure is determined. For delocalized bonds the system wavefunction was interpreted as a combination of several VB structures with singlet-coupled electron pairs occuring in different places for each structure. Pauling Today one finds many supposedly general quantum chemistry and theoretical organic chemistry texts dealing almost exclusively with MO theory. Often they make only perfunctory mention of VB theory; brief criticisms may be made and VB theory alleged to be inadequate.
Still there are disadvantages of MO theory in comparison to VB theory. Some relevant evidence is found when Dewar and Lo (Ref. 11) remark that: "One of the problems which has arisen with the development of sophisticated MO treatments is the difficulty of relating such calculations to the traditional picture of molecules in terms of localized bonds, resonance energy, etc." Pauling (Ref. 12) more clearly espouses the advantages of a qualitative VB approach: "The valence bond treatment is much simpler than the molecular orbital treatment, and it is also more powerful, so far as elementary, non-mathematical discussions are concerned." Quantitative VB theory also has an advantage by association with the simple theory and its straight-forward chemical interpretation. It is of interest to note that VB theory explicitly includes electron correlation in contrast to simple MO theory but in agreement with both state-of-the-art ab initio calculations and with the practicing organic chemists' usage of Lewis electron-dot diagrams and "electron pushing" (or "arrow pushing") concepts.
The question then arises whether the disadvantages of quantitative VB theory outweigh the advantages.
Here we shall review and analyze several criticisms of VB theory. Attention is directed primarily to si-electron networks of neutral conjugated hydrocarbons whence the simple VB model is limited to covalent structures. From our analysis we find that previous criticisms often: are exaggerated (being true only in part); or are imcompletely validated at present; or are irrelevant; or are based upon misinterpretations; or finally are combinations of the preceding. Indeed upon consideration of a few example applications some of the supposed disadvantages appear more in the nature of advantages.
To begin let us be precise about the model considered. The simple VB model (Refs. 2, 3, 4, 13, 14) for neutral conjugated hydrocarbons assigns a singly-occupied sr-orbital (spin-up or spindown) to each C-atom of the si-network, so that we are dealing with the space of covalent VB structures. One assumes only a few nonzero integrals: a unit overlap for each spin-orbital, a geometry-independent one-site orbital energy, Coulomb interaction integrals between different sites, and finally nearest-neighbor exchange parameters -Jij. The one-site orbital energies and Coulomb integrals will merely shift all the neutral (purely covalent) states by 300 D. J. KLEIN a fixed amount, and so will be suppressed here. Since single occupancy of the spin-free r-orbitals remains unchanged by this implied effective' Hamiltonian H acting on the covalent space, H can be represented as a transformation on spin space. The relevant spin-space operators are permutations exchanging pairs of spin indices, the one exchanging i and j being expressed (see, e.g., Refs. 3, 14) in terms of the usual spin operators and as + ½. Then the effective VB Hamiltonian may be written as
1 (\)J where the sum is over "bonded" pairs of atoms. The representation of H in this form has an advantage in that it is basis-independent; that is, the canonical Rumer basis of VB structures (although important for many chemical interpretations) need not be used. Moreover, the Hamiltonian of (1) 
CRITICISMS AND RESPONSES
We turn now to an explicit listing and discussion of various criticisms of VB theory:
Criticism 1. The lack of inclusion of ionic states limits VB theory to small systems. The essence of the argument behind this criticism begins with the assumption of a nonzero probability, say p > 0, for the admixture of an excited structure with a (+ and -) ionic pair for a given typical pair of sites. Then the probability P that none of the, say N, different i-orbitals of the molecule are involved anyplace in an ionic pair is roughly something like
Thus the probability 1 -P of an ionic pair occuring someplace approaches certainity as the number N of sites becomes large. Moreover the overlap between the two (say ground-state) wavefunctions calculated with and without the inclusion of multiple ionic pairs then should approach P -÷ 0 for very large molecules. The argument concludes with the assertion that the VB theory wavefunction limited to covalent structures is exceedingly poor for large systems.
This same type of criticism is often given of resonance theory too; the argument is made with the terms resonance theory, long-bond pair, and Kekule structure replacing the terms VB theory, ionic pair and covalent structure.
Response. Actually the same type of argument applies to MO theory, with the terms MO theory, pair excitation, unexcited wavefunction, and "orbital" replacing the terms VB theory, ionic pair, covalent structure, and "site". In fact we are dealing with a standard type of manybody paradox, which is properly understood (Refs. 17, 18) . The argument of the criticism is largely valid up till the final assertion of wavefunction inadequacy; the reliability of a wavefunction for computing few-particle properties (such as are virtually always of interest) depends not on global overlap accuracy but rather on local wavefunction accuracy, in the VB case this accuracy being the liklihood of a typical ionic pair occuring. For instance, a local (say bond or ring) energy depends not upon a global wavefunction property (as measured by P) but rather upon the local accuracy of the wavefunction (as measured by p). That is, the practical utility for many properties depends not on the similarity of P of (2) to 1 but rather on the similarity of 1 -p to 1
Criticism 2. The VB model of (1) lacks a theoretical justification and derivation. The argument in this case notes that if one uses orthogonalized atomic orbitals and cj on sites i and j and takes -i=Ks i*(1)j(l)i(2)j*(2)dT1dT2 (3) then -Jj may be viewed as an electrostatic self-repulsion of an "exchange charge density". Consequently Jj is negative, opposite in sign to that required in (1) for agreement with experiment. Further, calculations of Jj via (3) with orthogonalized orbitals give (see, e.g., Ref. 19 ) a value smaller than the corresponding neglected electron-hopping (or resonance) integral Response. Actually, this argument merely indicates that this is not the appropriate route to the derivation of (1). Pauling (as well as Heisenberg for magnetic problems) was Valence bond theory for conjugated hydrocarbons 301 apparenfly led to the equivalent of (1) by the commendably straight-forward and size-consistent expedient of summing over the simplest feasable neighbor-site interactions. Without further theoretical development it can be argued that the appropriate view to take would be to let empirical comparison to experiment provide evidence for or against the model. But, in addition, Van Vleck and others (Refs. 3, 20, 21, 22) have given different derivations yielding corrected formulas for the Ji,j through the leading order in intersite differential overlap, J.
-K. .
(4)
13 1J 1J 1J where now nonorthogonal atomic orbitals are used in computing Kij, S-jj is the intersite overlap integral, and Cj is a combination of Coulomb-type integrals. Still there were objections concerning a large-system nonorthogonality catastrophe, but these were answered (Refs. 20, 21, 22) in an essentially correct manner. Further Jij so computed is (Ref. 19 ) larger than the corresponding electron-hopping integral over nonorthogonal orbitals. In a derivation of (4) one first considers Hamiltonian and overlap matrices H and S over a basis of Slater determinants composed from nonorthogonal atomic orbitals; second the eigenvalue problem for 14 and S is transformed to the equivalent problem with matrices Criticism 3. Since MO and VB theory are qualitatively different and since MO theory is qualitatively correct, VB theory must be wrong. Response. Actually when such a disagreement occurs between simple MO and VB theories, it may be that the VB predictions are superior. Just such a situation occurs with the prediction of negative spin densities (Ref. 29) as well as of negative NMR spin-spin coupling constants (Refs. 29, 30) . Additional such examples are found in criticisms 5 and 6. Generally it might be that whether simple MO or VB theory is more reliable will depend upon the particular property and type of molecule considered.
Criticism 4. VB theory is inadequate for excited states. The basis of this criticism is that simple VB theory excludes ionic structures which are supposed to contribute strongly to excited states. For example if one compares the eigenvalues for the covalent VB model to those for a (more complete) full configuration interaction solution to a Parisier-Parr-Pople model, one finds that some of the (low spin) excited states are missing. Response. These missing lower-lying excited states are evidently ionic in nature and can b recovered in a VB treatment of the lowest excited ionic manifold. Although such calculations increase the complexity of the VB model, they should still be simpler than a full configuration interaction treatment of a PPP model in the sense that fewer states (and smaller matrices) arise in this VB approach. Still the simple covalent VB model locates some excited states accurately, particularly those of higher spin multiplicities. Finally we note that MO theory generally does a poor job with excited states too, here because of electron correlation as manifested through configuration interaction between various single excitations of similar overall energies.
Criticism 5. The VB model yields no simple yet general theorems such as the Huckel MO model does, particularly for alternant systems. Response. In fact there are several simple to use theorems for the ground states of VB models for alternant systems. Lieb and Mattis (Ref. 31 ) proved the ground-state spin to be S = ½11A1 -IBII (7) where Al and lB are the orders of the sets A and B of starred and unstarred sites. This value always is Ref. 32) less than or equal to the predicted value from Huckel MO theory, so that differences in this qualitative prediction can occur only for systems predicted to have high-spin ground states by Huckel MO theory. For instance, this theorem predicts that species j, , , , and all have singlet S = 0 ground states, while MO theory predicts a spin just half the number of nonbonding MO's, the spin prediction S = 1, 0, 1, 1, and 1 for io 2 these same species. In all cases investigated so far the VB prediction appears to be correct when compared: with full configuration interaction calculations on PPP models (Refs. 8) where (l)IGl is the parity of the site-permutation corresponding to G, i.e., G is the (minimal) number of transpositions into which G may be factored when viewed as a permutation of 71-orbital sites. Again these predictions appear to be correct when gauged against full configuration interaction calculations on PPP models. In the case that G is a reflection (vertical to the molecular plane) leaving some TI-centers fixed the top line of (8) is equilvalent to a specialization to alternants of a rule proposed sometime ago by Craig (Ref. 41) . At least for alternants (8) then verifies and extends Craig's rule. Moreover (8) is applicable to the "extended" point group which (if J on corresponding bonds are equal) is isomorphic to the automorphism group of the TI-network graph. For example, this "extended" symmetry (which also arises for the Huckel MO model (Ref. 42)) includes operations exchanging the TI-centers on the forked ends of the species 4 and 5 above while leaving the rest of the molecule fixed; in these two cases G corresponds to a single transposition so that x(G) = -1. 
Response. In fact, the extent of alternation of these resonance energies is (Ref. 43) predicted by more sophisticated MO theories to be intermediate between that predicted by simple MO and VB theories. Moreover, as pointed out in the response to criticism 5 the VB predictions of the ground-state spin symmetries are evidently correct, in contrast to MO theory. Further VB theory makes an interesting prediction based on a consideration of the point group symmetry theorem of equation (8) The theorem of equation (5) may also be used to indicate relative r-electron stabilities of certain hydrocarbon species. For instance, models for species and Q may be viewed as being formed from that for by the introduction of a single additional bond; then letting this additional bond be ij and letting denote the (zero-order) ground-state wavefunction for we compute a first-order perturbation correction to the energies of and via AE + ½)If> (11) but from (9) we see that AE for Z is more destabilizing than it is for (E being >3. /2 or respectively).
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Criticism 7. VB theory does not yield simple analogs of the Woodward-Hoffman rules.
Response. Here too there is evidence contrary to the claim of the criticism. We note the work of Yamaguchi etal (Refs. 45, 46) , though in this case the authors do not refer to the VB model by name but rather to the Heisenberg model. Also there are the important papers by Osterhoff and co-workers (Refs. 47,48), though they use a slight extension of the simple model of (1); in fact the model they use with nearest-neighbor overlap entering explicitly exhibits behavior which suggests that this modified model might account for a greater alternation in resonance energies mentioned in criticism 6. There is yet further work (Refs. 49-53) using VB models to treat organic reactivity. In Matsen's (Ref. 50) approach correlation diagrams between MO and separated atom limits are used to make qualitative corrections for electron correlation, such as is included in (1).
Criticism 8. VB theory does not predict bond-alternation for long polyene chains. Evidently this criticism has arisen because of the successful VB resonance-structure treatment of benzene, where there is no bond alternation. Response. In fact Coulson and Dixon (Ref. 54 ) noted that if only Kekule' structures are used, then bond alternation results. The two possible Kekule' structures have an overlap of and a corresponding interaction JNZ2 . Hence in the limit of very large N chains the interaction (or resonance energy) between these two Kekule' structures is vanishingly small; consequently each structure responds independently and linearly to bond-alternation perturbations, so that bond alternation should occur. Moreover such arguments have been extended (Refs. 55,56): first to avoid the need for explicit matrix element evaluation, via Pauling's (Ref. 57) "island counting" technique, if only a qualitative result is desired; second to cast the explanation in terms of "long-range-order" concepts; and third to account for the effect of the inclusion of additional VB structures, both qualitatively and quantitatively. These arguments indicate that inclusion of excited (long-bond or ionic) structures does not spoil large-N bond alternation for the ground state. Further this picture suggests (Ref. 58 ) the occurence of low-lying charge-carrying "soliton" excitations Criticism 9.
Calculations on the VB model are too difficult to carry out. Here the criticism refers to the dimension of the covalent structure basis which increases in size exponentially with N.
Thus ordinary configuration interaction techniques rapidly exceed feasibility (with 59OOO singlet and l49OOO triplet structures at N=22 
PROSPECTS
Our analysis of these various criticisms of VB theory renders a clearer view. These criticisms range from being unjustified to being partially true; in most cases additional work would be of value. Evidence indicates the possibility of fully derived VB theorems, rules and quantitative computational schemes which are clear and practical to use. If success in such an endeavor is achieved, then classical chemical ideas will have a more complete and useful natural quantum mechanical extension explicitly including electron correlation effects.
